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Make Us Brave | Lamenting, Healing 
Psalm 137:1-4 

I. Scary sharing such intimate details of my life? 
A. It no longer bothers me that people know my brokenness and might judge me;

B. Secrecy never brought me peace;

C. I'm hungry for the Spirit to work among us — I know that vulnerability is 

launchpad of God's power.


II. Leadership on the Line insights  
A. Leadership On The Line by Heifetz and Linsky

B. Your aliveness can seep away as you age...your creativity, daring, curiosity, 

eagerness to question, your compassion, your love —

C. This is often traced back to a traumatic moment/relationship in our lives

D. In the struggle to save our selves, we often give up those qualities

E. We replace them with defenses that we claim are imperative to live and 

defenses that we turn into virtues


F. [Slide:] 
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1. Innocence: Disappointments teach us that the worst will happen, so we 
protect ourselves by lowering our expectations and aspirations. If good 
things happen, then great. But if they don't, then it's okay - I don't have to 
face frustration. "Realism" makes me passive; dismissive; unbelieving. It 
says "I'll never hope again...I'll never dream again."


2. Curiosity: We were all born with an innate desire to know, to question 
everything. Our minds were wide open, ready to gulp in the world. (This is 
the birthplace of vision, IMHO.)  But the world doesn't like complexity. It 
wants simple answers. "Get it done."  "Do your job."  "Why reinvent the 
wheel?" All of this is used against us to shut us down and not question the 
status quo. Arrogant people have this effect on us. So we back off of 
complexity - we adopt a simplistic, arrogant poise ourselves, or we step into 
the shadows of silence and we stop learning — we become a robot, a cog in 
the machine. Why? Because "I'll never not know again."  "I'll never speak up 
and be mocked again."  "I'll never appear dumb again."


3. Compassion: The authors affirm that "it's natural to develop some 

protective cover" over the years, but there's a myth floating around that has 
bewitched many of us into believing that compassion and mercy and love 
only invite exploitation...will turn us into doormats. But, they go onto say, if 
you "protect yourself, you risk numbing yourself to the world in which you 
are embedded."  We numb ourselves because we tell ourselves we'll "never 
get hurt again."  So we're safe, but we're just a shell of our authentic selves.


G. But we can't always be numb!

1. Many of us replace our aliveness with other things that make us feel 

alive...imitation life -> TV, spending money, pornography, social media, 
work...


2. Heifetz and Linsky say: "The hard truth is that it is not possible to 

experience the rewards and joy of leadership [and life, I might add] 

without experiencing the pain as well...Cynicism, arrogance, and 
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callousness can come in very handy. It may often seem as though, 

without their protection, there is nothing between you and the 

experience itself. They get you through the day. In reality, however, they 

undermine your capacity for exercising leadership tomorrow. Perhaps, 

even more critically, they disable an acute experience of living." — 

Heifetz & Linsky


III. Text 
A. Psalm 135:1-4


1 Praise the LORD! Praise the name of the LORD, give praise, O servants of the 
LORD, 2 who stand in the house of the LORD, in the courts of the house of our 
God! 3 Praise the LORD, for the LORD is good; sing to his name, for it is 
pleasant! 4 For the LORD has chosen Jacob for himself, Israel as his own 
possession. 

• Psalms of Ascent sung by worshippers pilgrimaging up the road to 
Jerusalem to worship at the festivals; or by the Levite singers ascending the 
Temple's steps


• Largely cheerful; all hopeful


• 120-134

• 120:5 — "Woe to me, that I sojourn" among the Gentiles;


• 121:1-2,8 — "I lift up my eyes to the hills. From where does my help 
come? 2 My help comes from the LORD, who made heaven and 
earth...8 The LORD will keep your going out and your coming in from 
this time forth and forevermore."


• 122:1 — "I was glad when they said to me, 'Let us go to the house of 
the LORD!'"


• 123:3 — "Have mercy upon us, O LORD, have mercy upon us, for we 
have had more than enough of contempt."


• 124:1-3 — "If it had not been the LORD who was on our side- let Israel 
now say — 2 if it had not been the LORD who was on our side when 
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people rose up against us, 3 then they would have swallowed us up 
alive, when their anger was kindled against us"


• 132:17-18 — "17 There [Zion/Israel] I will make a horn to sprout for 
David; I have prepared a lamp for my anointed. 18 His enemies I will 
clothe with shame, but on him his crown will shine."


B. Psalm 137:1-4

1 By the waters of Babylon, there we sat down and wept, when we remembered 
Zion. 2 On the willows there we hung up our lyres. 3 For there our captors 
required of us songs, and our tormentors, mirth, saying, "Sing us one of the 
songs of Zion!" 4 How shall we sing the LORD's song in a foreign land? 

• Gathered and arranged when Israel finds herself in Babylonian captivity


• Ascending, but now weeping 


• We live in "competing realities"..."We have this new-creation redemption 
Jesus has accomplished, but this old-creation setting in which we’re left to 
live" (Jonathan Parnell, Desiring God)


IV. An Encouraging Text Message from a Friend 

A. [Photo of trees] 
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Trees are like people - they can’t live without being rooted down

Over time the roots grow stronger and deeper taking in what’s needed from the 
earth.

To produce more limbs, more branches, more leaves

Every tree like every human is different.

They have the chance to grow or die - produce or fail


The tree doesn’t take what it needs and then all of a sudden becomes perfect - 
that’s not the goal. Life is full of seasons just like nature - it is a constant 
renewal. 

Life, growth, pruning, growth, death, new life - it’s a cycle - there is no end. 
There is not a moment of "I’ve reached the perfect life and now I’m good"...

"I’ve accepted Jesus and now I’m good - things are fixed now,

I have arrived"

You’ll never arrive - stop trying.

start being ok with renewing: living - growing - shrinking - changing - dying - 
adapting...

Become seasoned - there is no picture perfect life. People see perfect moments 
from others and assume that’s the goal, not realizing that’s just a second mixed 
in with all of the other crazy. All of the other ebb and flow that surrounds that 
perfect second is what makes up life.

There is well lived, richly colored, beautifully scarred life that reflects an 

amazingly difficult and rewarding journey. 
be ok with being flawed - being vulnerable - being wrong - being changed - 
being hurt - being challenged - being made  


B. Next week: God's power in our brokenness
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